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More sessions for Gen Z in 
non-gaming Apps than 

older generations

More sessions in 
non-gaming Apps for Gen Z 
in South Korea than global 

average

Executive Summary

55% 30% 2x

More time spent by Gen Z 
on Games in Japan than 

global average
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98% of Gen Z report owning a smartphone, on average receiving their first
at the age of 10. They are also part of the largest generation globally, and in the US. As fairly 
new consumers, their brand preferences are not yet set, giving companies the opportunity to 

define themselves in a way that resonates with 
this mobile-native generation. 

Starting now gives companies the opportunity to begin to foster brand 
loyalty and maximize customer lifetime value. 

GEN Z IS THE MOBILE GENERATION

Note: Generations as per Pew Research

Who Is Gen Z & Why Should Brands Care?

https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-day/98-percent-of-gen-z-own-a-smartphone/
https://www.marketingweek.com/missing-link-marketers-gen-z/
https://www.inc.com/anne-gherini/gen-z-is-about-to-outnumber-millennials-heres-how-that-will-affect-business-world.html
https://www.statista.com/statistics/797321/us-population-by-generation/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-millennials-end-and-generation-z-begins/
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The most complete offering
to grow your business in mobile

Understand opportunity, 
competition and key 

drivers of success

Develop a mobile 
strategy to drive market, 
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Our 1100+ Enterprise Customers
Span Industries & the Globe

https://ap4.salesforce.com/00190000019iO46?srPos=4&srKp=00Q
https://ap4.salesforce.com/0019000000lJ5W5
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As one of the youngest generations, Gen 
Z is expected to surpass millennials as the 
largest generation by the end of 2019, 
comprising roughly 32% of the population.

Their spending power is also growing. In 
the US alone, 16-22 year olds spend $44 
billion annually and influence an estimated 
$600 billion in spending. As more of Gen 
Z enters the workforce, companies 
without a strategy in place will fall behind.

As Gen Z’s spending power grows, they 
are establishing consumer habits and 
brand loyalty on mobile. The time for 
brands to act is now.

Three Reasons You Need a Strong Mobile Strategy 
for Gen Z 

Most of Gen Z has never known a world 
without the internet, and their first phone 
was likely a smartphone. The importance 
of mobile to this generation is clear from 
the fact that 98% of Gen Z aged 16+ 
reported owning a smartphone. If you 
want to reach Gen Z, you need to do it 
where they spend their time — on mobile. 

For example, with apps like Instagram, Tik 
Tok and VSCO, photo and video editing 
has gone from being the domain of 
laptops & PCs to something that can be 
done while commuting to work. Just one 
example of how Gen Z is truly the 
mobile-first generation.

Unlike previous generations, companies will 
have to do more than just provide a good 
product or service. 71% of Gen Z believes 
brands and corporations should help them 
achieve their personal aspirations and goals, 
and over 50% ranked a brand’s purpose, 
values and mission as its most important trait 
(millennials ranked it third). 

Growing up with access to services like Uber 
and Spotify, Gen Z places value on access 
rather than ownership. Mobile has given them 
the platform to interact with brands on their 
own terms. What worked for previous 
generations will not work anymore and 
brands will have to adapt. Mobile is the key to 
reaching this generation.

1. Gen Z Is the Mobile Generation 2.  Gen Z Is Growing in Influence 3.  Gen Z Has Different Expectations

https://www.inc.com/anne-gherini/gen-z-is-about-to-outnumber-millennials-heres-how-that-will-affect-business-world.html
https://www.inc.com/anne-gherini/gen-z-is-about-to-outnumber-millennials-heres-how-that-will-affect-business-world.html
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/gen_z_has_more_purchase_power_than_you_think/42595
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/gen_z_has_more_purchase_power_than_you_think/42595
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/gen_z_has_more_purchase_power_than_you_think/42595
https://www.marketingweek.com/missing-link-marketers-gen-z/
https://www.marketingweek.com/missing-link-marketers-gen-z/
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-day/98-percent-of-gen-z-own-a-smartphone/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000000196/?
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000575007/?
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000575007/?
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000004188/?
https://www.psfk.com/2019/07/transforming-brand-experience-gen-z.html
https://www.psfk.com/2019/07/transforming-brand-experience-gen-z.html
https://www.psfk.com/2019/07/transforming-brand-experience-gen-z.html
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000002718/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000000447/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
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Notes: iPhone and Android phone, average of top 25 Apps by 
average smartphone MAU per market, excluding pre-installed apps

Growth of Gen Z Users 
Outpaced Those 25+ 
in Most Markets, 
Highlighting Growing 
Influence of Gen Z
While the growth of Gen Z active users differs by market, it’s rising 
faster than that of older active users (aged 25+) in many markets. The 
largest difference is in Indonesia, where Gen Z active users grew 25% 
more than those 25+. 

It’s imperative that brands start to adapt their strategy to this growing 
generation, or risk being left behind. 

Growth in Monthly Active Users
H1 2019 vs. H1 2018
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Note: Android phone, average of top 25 Apps by average MAU per category. Excludes 
pre-installed apps, Markets: South Korea, US, Australia, Brazil, France, Indonesia, UK, 

Japan, Canada, Germany. 

The Gen Z index seen on the right is a useful metric that allows you to understand 
whether Gen Z consumers are more or less likely to be using your app. It’s 
calculated by comparing the share of Gen Z mobile users in a market against the 
share of Gen Z users for a specific app or category in that market. 

It’s important to note the ideal Gen Z index depends on the app and category. For 
apps reliant on user-generated content (e.g. TikTok), having relatively higher 
engagement from Gen Z may be desirable. Whereas Entertainment or Finance 
apps that seek to reach a broader audience would be better served by a Gen Z 
index closer to 100 (i.e. Gen Z just as likely as older generations to access their 
app). 

It’s interesting to note how the Gen Z index corresponds to life stages. For 
example, Finance apps are more likely to be used by older generations, while Gen 
Z is more likely to be using categories such as Entertainment or Games.

Understanding Gen Z’s likelihood of engaging with your category is important to 
setting benchmarks. If your category has high Gen Z engagement, but your app 
does not, then looking to your competitors to understand what’s working for them 
could be a good place to start. Insights into Gen Z’s mobile behavior are essential 
for making good business decisions.

Understanding Your Existing User Base 
Is Vital to Defining a Successful Strategy

Gen Z Engagement by Category
H1 2019

Gen Z Index

https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000575007/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
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Looking at sessions and monthly time spent per user together provides a 
well-rounded view of consumer behavior. Sessions show how often users are 
interacting with an app (frequency), while average hours show how long they’re 
spending there (engagement). Of course, the ideal benchmark should be defined 
based on the goals of each app. For example, banking apps would aim for a high 
number of monthly sessions, representing high frequency, and lower hours spent 
per user, indicative of a smooth user experience. On the other hand, Strategy or 
RPG games, might aim for higher hours spent per user over fewer monthly 
sessions. 

Gen Z, on average, spent nearly the same amount of time in their most used apps 
as those 25+, but broke their time up over 15% more sessions. Advertisers can 
address this by using contextual messaging to deliver ads relevant to Gen Z’s 
various usage occasions throughout the day. 

For Games, there is a starker contrast. Those 25 and older spend 30% longer in 
their most used games, and access them 20% more frequently. The recent 
launches of Apple Arcade and Google Play Pass subscription services could serve 
as new ways to drive engagement with Gen Z. Generally speaking, increased 
frequency and engagement are precursors of revenue growth, as they represent 
an increase in purchase opportunities. Given that mobile gaming is already larger 
than all other forms of gaming combined winning Gen Z will be imperative for 
brands to succeed in the future.

Gen Z Spent Less Time and Had Fewer 
Sessions in Games Than Older Generations

Note: Top 25 Apps by MAU per Google Play category excluding pre-installed Apps, Android phones 
only. Average among Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, UK, 

US

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/idc-mobile-gaming-report-2018/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/idc-mobile-gaming-report-2018/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
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Behavior Among Gen Z Differs by Market, With Users 
in Japan Spending 2x More Time in Games Than the 
Global Average

In addition to spending more time, Japanese gamers accessed their most 
used games 80% more than the global average. This reflects the maturity of 
Japan’s mobile market, and the higher popularity of core games in Japan 
that often require more time to master than the casual titles popular in 
Western markets. In the first half of 2019, Japan was the second largest 
market by consumer spend, behind only the US, despite its overall 
population being many times smaller. To win Gen Z in a mature market like 
this, publishers need to find new and creative ways to differentiate 
themselves.

To continue to attract and engage Gen Z users in Japan, publishers could, 
for example, offer bonuses and rewards to their most engaged or highest 
value players. In addition, for players spending so long in games, fresh 
content is vital to keep players engaged. 

On the other hand, a publisher targeting the US might be better served by 
encouraging users to extend their sessions. For example, by offering 
players extra lives if they’ve reached their daily limit.

Gen Z Engagement of Apps and Games by Market
H1 2019

Note: Top 25 Apps by MAU per Google Play category excluding pre-installed Apps, Android phones only. 
Average among Australia, Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, UK, US
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Among non-gaming apps, the market differences are smaller in magnitude 
than for games, but not inconsequential. Brands still need to pay close 
attention to nuances across markets, because this will inform revenue and 
engagement expectations. It is also important to analyze the top apps for 
each non-gaming category to account for more granular differences, as 
top apps overall are likely to be dominated by major apps in the Social 
and Communications categories. 

We took a look at Gen Z’s engagement with the top 25 non-gaming apps 
across each non-gaming category on Google Play and compared across 
select markets. Gen Z from Indonesia, South Korea and Japan spent the 
most time in non-gaming apps (30% more than the global average). This is 
not entirely unexpected, given the mobile-first nature of these markets in 
Asia. As we’ve reported before, in a region where 42% of millennials are 
exclusively shopping on mobile, having a well-designed mobile strategy is 
the most critical step in creating a successful shopping user journey. 
Brands in other regions should look to other companies in Asia for best 
practices.

Gen Z in Markets in Asia 
Spent 2 Hours per Month 
in Their Favorite Apps 

Note: Top 25 Apps by MAU per Google Play category excluding pre-installed Apps, Android 
phones only

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/southeastasia-mcommerce/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/asias_millennials_lead_the_way_in_mcommerce/41920
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Gen Z Engagement Is Deeper: They Have 55% More 
Sessions per User in Top Non-Gaming Apps Than 
Older Demos, With 150 Sessions per Month per App 

150
Sessions

3.7 
Hours

Spent per app per month per user 
among top 25 non-gaming apps 

for Gen Z, on average

Per app per month per user among 
top 25 non-gaming apps for Gen Z, 

on average

Note: Top 25 Apps by MAU excluding pre-installed Apps, Android phones only



Key Market & Industry 
Differences You Need to 

Know About Gen Z 
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Often, the first thing that comes to mind when discussing Gen Z is their love of 
social media. Unlike millennials, who were merely early adopters, Gen Z has 
grown up with social media as a core part of their daily lives. Due to this, 
they’re more reticent about sharing their personal lives. This has given rise to 
terms like Finsta (a second account that users create to share their real life with 
a smaller group of friends), and their decision to opt for more private and 
short-lived forms of social media like Snapchat, Instagram and YOLO (an 
anonymous Q&A app made popular by its integration with Snapchat). YOLO’s 
integration with Snapchat proved a savvy way to gain traction by leveraging 
the network effect of existing popular apps (where increased numbers of 
participants improve the value of a product) to fuel adoption by Gen Z. 

In fact, staying in touch with friends was only the third most important reason 
Gen Z used social media. In contrast, filling up spare time and finding 
entertaining content were first and second, respectively, which explains the 
popularity of apps like Snapchat and TikTok among Gen Z. Merely being 
present on social is no longer sufficient. If brands want to engage Gen Z on 
social, the content needs to be entertaining and unobtrusive. Instagram, TikTok 
and Snapchat have all developed exemplars of short and engaging content. 
Snapchat’s creator shows highlight this trend by offering 3 to 5 minute 
episodes featuring both YouTube stars as well as celebrities that are even more 
universally know, including Serena Williams. 

Good content is only half the battle. The other is ensuring you find ways to 
introduce your content to the right people on the right platforms. App Annie 
Intelligence allows you to gain insights on top ad creatives across ad platforms, 
countries and categories, and helps you identify where to place your ads to 
have maximum effect.

SOCIAL & COMMUNICATIONS

Gen Z Want to Be Entertained
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-49852428
https://www.appannie.com/intelligence/marketing/creatives/?network=admob&country=US&app_id=20600000546023&date=2019-04-01&granularity=monthly&device=android_phone&picker_type=advertiser&view=list&formats=-1&dimensions=-1&min_active_days=1&is_visible=0&category=1&order_by=creative_share&order_type=desc&page_number=0&page_size=100?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000000196/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000712079/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-day/gen-z-social/
https://blog.globalwebindex.com/chart-of-the-day/gen-z-social/
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000575007/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000000441/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/product/intelligence/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/product/intelligence/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
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The Gen Z relevance of the top Entertainment apps varies depending on 
the market. Twitch stands out as the most over-indexing app among Gen Z 
in 7 out 10 of markets analyzed. Not unexpected, as video game and 
eSports streaming were popularized by this demographic, counting most of 
their top influencers among their ranks. Since this is where Gen Z is 
spending its time, brands looking to reach this target should identify 
authentic partnerships to create awareness and drive conversion. For 
example, brand integrations for food delivery apps with content creators on 
Twitch would help reach a highly engaged audience during a common 
consumption occasion. In fact, GrubHub recently gave viewers the chance 
to win free deliveries by engaging with specific streamers. 

A study by GlobalWebIndex (GWI) found 92% of Gen Z watch video content 
on mobile on a monthly basis vs. 62% on PC/laptop. Entertainment apps like 
Roku, which currently under-indexes on Gen Z, need to win Gen Z in order 
to remain competitive. Since Gen Z comprises of mobile-first consumers, 
winning them here is a must.

 

ENTERTAINMENT

Note: Android phones only, select markets, top 10 apps by MAU

Twitch Is a Gen Z Favorite Worldwide, 
Making It an Ideal Candidate for 
Brand Partnerships 
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https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000437184/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000451483/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://foodsided.com/2019/09/12/grubhubs-twitch-partnership-sign-tastier-things-come/
https://www.globalwebindex.com/hubfs/Downloads/Generation_Z_report_2019.pdf
https://www.globalwebindex.com/hubfs/Downloads/Generation_Z_report_2019.pdf
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Among the top 10 most used games, at least 7 out of 10 in each market 
analyzed skewed towards Gen Z users. As the most developed vertical on 
mobile, game publishers have already identified what is important to Gen Z and 
developed the games to match. Mobile has become the platform for gaming, 
with consumer spend accounting for 2.1x that of PC/Mac, and 2.4x that of home 
consoles in 2018. Gaming is even more relevant for Gen Z, as indicated by their 
interest in streaming platforms such as Twitch. Mobile is the fastest-growing 
gaming platform, and consumer spend is expected to reach 60% market share 
in 2019. Supporting the development of mobile gaming habits will help brands 
succeed in the future. 

Brawl Stars is extremely popular among Gen Z, especially in France, Germany, 
Indonesia and South Korea, where it is the top over-indexing game. In Korea, 
Gen Z was 5x more likely to play Brawl Stars than the overall South Korean 
smartphone population.

Brawl Stars was Supercell’s answer to the growing popularity of the Battle 
Royale genre. A social aspect (the ability to create and join clubs) has 
supported user engagement over time, providing gamers a way to stay 
connected with their friends. This is vital, as over 50% of Gen Z men state that 
gaming helps them stay connected to their friends. Finally, part of its initial 
success was due to the brand equity of Supercell within the gaming 
community.

Distribution of Gen Z Index Among 
Top Gaming Apps by Average MAU

H1 2019
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Note: Android phones only, select markets, top 10 apps by MAU

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/customer-stories/an-interview-with-king/?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1dNeE1EVTNZalE1TURKayIsInQiOiJacFZSek5BNGlJSE5GSFdXanpEUENjN2pnMzM1NmZjV1U4b0hvQlE0T3VqUkJUeVwvZ25kRkxwMUtqVDVwZThaWGxaQkVJQlR0T1dBSmJ4UnBlXC9FSHc0aUFRNlwvdmNKSlVlTlRrM1ZzS0NwczBjeDFWK2xtSVJ5Qm1SSFlWOFZrQiJ9?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/idc-mobile-gaming-report-2018/?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1dNeE1EVTNZalE1TURKayIsInQiOiJacFZSek5BNGlJSE5GSFdXanpEUENjN2pnMzM1NmZjV1U4b0hvQlE0T3VqUkJUeVwvZ25kRkxwMUtqVDVwZThaWGxaQkVJQlR0T1dBSmJ4UnBlXC9FSHc0aUFRNlwvdmNKSlVlTlRrM1ZzS0NwczBjeDFWK2xtSVJ5Qm1SSFlWOFZrQiJ9?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/idc-mobile-gaming-report-2018/?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT1dNeE1EVTNZalE1TURKayIsInQiOiJacFZSek5BNGlJSE5GSFdXanpEUENjN2pnMzM1NmZjV1U4b0hvQlE0T3VqUkJUeVwvZ25kRkxwMUtqVDVwZThaWGxaQkVJQlR0T1dBSmJ4UnBlXC9FSHc0aUFRNlwvdmNKSlVlTlRrM1ZzS0NwczBjeDFWK2xtSVJ5Qm1SSFlWOFZrQiJ9?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/2019-in-mobile-5-things-to-know/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000601561/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.aaaa.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Whistle-GamingGen_Z_Males_Infographic.pdf
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In Brazil and South Korea, none of the the top 10 apps over-indexed on Gen 
Z. On the other hand, in the UK, over half of the top 10 apps were more likely 
to be used by Gen Z than those 25+. Part of this can be attributed to the type 
of apps that are among the top 10 most used by market; however, since no 
app in either Brazil or South Korea seems to have become the “go-to” for 
Gen Z yet, there are still opportunities for brands to occupy this space.

Wish is particularly strong among Gen Z, as the app with the strongest index 
in 4 out 10 markets analyzed. Unlike competitors such as Amazon, Wish 
focuses purely on price. This could be a draw for Gen Z, as many aren’t in the 
workforce yet and may be willing to deal with longer delivery times in 
exchange for discounts. 

Further, Wish’s marketing campaign during the 2018 FIFA World Cup 
generated strong emotional responses by leveraging football stars. This, 
along with a youthful product catalogue (e.g. sneakers, backpacks, consumer 
electronics) has allowed Wish to generate relevance with a younger 
audience.

Wish’s doubled down on its marketing, product portfolio, and pricepoint to 
attract Gen Z, and it has paid off in markets like the US, UK and Canada. 
Retailers should look to them as a model for meeting Gen Z’s retail demands 
through mobile.

Wish Caters to the Needs 
of Mobile-Native Gen Z
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https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000002746/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000001163/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.marketingweek.com/world-cup-ads/
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Among Finance apps, the picture is quite different as compared to 
gaming. Very few apps over-index on Gen Z, with local players taking the 
top spot in many markets (e.g. Afterpay in Australia, DANA in indonesia, 
Venmo in the US and Toss in South Korea). 

In Korea, Finance Apps aren’t reaching Gen Z, with the exception of Toss. 
Toss started off as a simple Peer-to-Peer (P2P) payment app, but has 
graduated to offering credit, loans, insurance, investments and more from 
multiple financial service providers. Toss has positioned itself as financial 
gateway on mobile. A model that competitors from other markets could 
learn from.

As Gen Z enters the workforce and begins banking with increased 
frequency, banking and finance apps must offer a frictionless mobile 
experience to acquire this growing consumer base.

Some banks have already begun to do so. RBC (Royal Bank of Canada) 
recently launched the Mobile Student Edition built into the RBC mobile 
app. The Mobile Student Edition is designed for high school and university 
students and focuses on “Simplification, Personalization and Tailored 
Content” to enable Gen Z to be more engaged with its finances. 
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https://www.appannie.com/apps/all-stores/app/1000600000522297/??utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
http://www.rbc.com/newsroom/news/2019/20190807-rbc-yya-app.html
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Top Apps Gen Z Is Most Likely to Use

Rank      Japan      South Korea      United Kingdom      United States

1 Snapchat Everytime Snapchat Snapchat

2 pixiv Discord - Chat for Gamers Discord TikTok

3 Discord NEXON Play Tik Tok GroupMe

4 KakaoTalk Snapchat Tumblr Kik Messenger

5 Instagram 디시인사이드 - dcinside Instagram Tumblr

6 Skype Puffin Web Browser Kik Messenger WeChat

7 WhatsApp Messenger Facebook Messenger POF Online Dating Discord

8 Pinterest Between app for couples Pinterest Telegram

9 LINE Tumblr Facebook Instagram

10 WeChat Pinterest Telegram KakaoTalk

Top Social & Communication Apps by Gen Z Index
H1 2019

Note: Android phones only, Apps ranked by Gen Z Index selected from top 25 apps by MAU

SOCIAL & COMMUNICATIONS
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Rank      Japan      South Korea      United Kingdom      United States

1 TwitCasting Viewer Steam Twitch iFunny :)

2 PlayStation App Twitch Bitmoji Twitch

3 dアニメストア V – Live Broadcasting Steam Xbox

4 Netflix 웹소설 조아라 Xbox Steam

5 SATCH VIEWER
HD Wallpaper Phone 
ThemeShop

PlayStation App PlayStation App

6 Hulu Japan 4shared Netflix Bitmoji

7 Amazon Prime Video Netflix ITV Player Hulu

8 TVer JAM LIVE 4oD Netflix

9 TSUTAYAアプリ Interpark Ticket Eventbrite Amazon Prime Video

10 GEO Hyper Media CGV Now TV Vudu

Top Entertainment Apps Ranked by Gen Z Index
H1 2019

Note: Android phones only. Apps ranked by Gen Z Index selected from top 25 apps by MAU 

ENTERTAINMENT

Top Apps Gen Z Is Most Likely to Use
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Rank      Japan      South Korea      United Kingdom      United States

1 BanG Dream Brawl Stars aquapark.io Clash Royale

2 Fate/Grand Order Polysphere Color Bump 3D Clash of Clans

3 Touken Ranbu BnB Drive and Park Helix Jump

4 GranBlue Fantasy Archero Paper.io 2 Color Bump 3D

5 Knives Out FIFA ONLINE 4 M Helix Jump ROBLOX

6 Puzzle & Dragons Everybody's Marble Harry Potter: Wizards Unite Harry Potter Wizards Unite

7 Monster Strike
Shinbi Apartment Ghost 
Hunter

8 Ball Pool Pokemon GO

8 The Battle Cats Helix Jump Subway Surfers Happy Colour by Numbers

9 Animal Crossing: Pocket 
Camp

Minecraft Pocket Edition Clash of Clans Toon Blast

10 Romancing Saga 
Reuniverse

Crowd City Pokemon GO Wordscapes

Top Games Ranked by Gen Z Index
H1 2019

Note: Android phones only, Apps ranked by Gen Z Index selected from top 25 apps by MAU

GAMING

Top Apps Gen Z Is Most Likely to Use

http://aquapark.io
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Rank      Japan      South Korea      United Kingdom      United States

1 ZOZOTOWN Zig Zag Depop Poshmark

2 Mercari
셀렉트숍 무신사  
(Select Shop Musinsa)

ASOS Etsy

3 Qoo10ショッピング 아이디어스 (idus) Wish Wish

4 Fril Quicket AliExpress OfferUp

5 マルチ残高リーダ 올리브영 (Olive Young) Shpock letgo

6 Amazon
중고나라 공식 
어플리케이션

Groupon Amazon

7 minne WeMakePrice Gumtree eBay

8 Jimoty Hi-Mart Amazon Ibotta

9 Barcode Scanner TMON ASDA Target

10 Yahoo! Auctions AliExpress eBay Walmart Grocery

Note: Android phones only, Apps ranked by Gen Z Index selected from top 25 apps by MAU

Top Shopping Apps Ranked by Gen Z Index
H1 2019

SHOPPING

Top Apps Gen Z Is Most Likely to Use
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Rank      Japan      South Korea      United Kingdom      United States

1 Money Manager Toss Monzo Venmo

2 Japan Post Direct Money Manager Google Pay Cash App

3 EPOS Card BankSalad PayPal Robinhood

4 Mitsui Sumitomo Card 
Vpass

UBIKey Lloyds Bank Mobile Coinbase

5 Google Pay NH모바일카드 : 앱카드 NatWest Mint.com

6 Zaim 리브 (live) HSBC UK Banking Discover Mobile

7 Rakuten Card Kakao Bank My Argos Card U.S. Bank

8 Money Forward
올원뱅크
(All One Bank)

TSB New Mobile Banking Navy Federal Credit Union

9 Bank of 
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ

U+인증 Barclays Mobile Banking Wells Fargo Mobile

10 Yodobashi Gold Points 
Card

Mobile ISP Service Nationwide Mobile Banking PayPal

Top Finance Apps by Gen Z Index
H1 2019

Note: Android phones only, Apps ranked by Gen Z Index selected from top 25 apps by MAU

FINANCE

Top Apps Gen Z Is Most Likely to Use
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Key Takeaways

1. Gen Z is a growing user base and is expected to surpass millennials as the largest 
generation by the end of 2019. Combined with increasing spending power as they 
start entering the workforce, already influencing an estimate $600 billion dollars of 
spend in the US alone, catering to the unique requirements of Gen Z is a must. 

2. Gen Z is the mobile generation and has never known a world without the internet and 
their first phone was likely a smartphone. Moving forward, mobile must be a central 
part of your product offering.

3. There are opportunities in many categories and markets to reach Gen Z, particularly in 
Finance and Shopping where very few apps have managed to reach a broad Gen Z 
audience. Apps in categories that are already highly relevant to Gen Z can be 
excellent partners to increase reach. 

4. Gen Z mobile behavior differs by market, and strong players have emerged in 
verticals such as Entertainment, Finance and Gaming. Given the ever increasing 
importance of smartphones, brands and publishers need to have a mobile strategy 
that is tailored to Gen Z consumers. 

5. Prioritizing the development of a mobile specific product and advertising strategy 
tailored to the unique demands of Gen Z consumers is vital to future success of 
brands. Those failing to adapt risk leaving themselves open to being exploited by 
disruptive competitors (as Netflix did to Blockbuster). 

How Are You 
Prioritizing Gen Z?

Reach out to App Annie today 
to define your Gen Z mobile strategy
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https://www.inc.com/anne-gherini/gen-z-is-about-to-outnumber-millennials-heres-how-that-will-affect-business-world.html
https://www.inc.com/anne-gherini/gen-z-is-about-to-outnumber-millennials-heres-how-that-will-affect-business-world.html
https://www.marketingweek.com/missing-link-marketers-gen-z/
https://www.businessinsider.com/how-netflix-bankrupted-and-destroyed-blockbuster-infographic-2011-3?r=US&IR=T
https://www.appannie.com/en/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7b-CsonY5AIVzkPTCh1gwg93EAAYAiAAEgIgvvD_BwE&sfdcid=7016F000002NlbH&utm_campaign=&utm_content=FLO&utm_medium=&utm_source=&utm_term=app+annie
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●  The Definitive Guide to a Winning Mobile Strategy

●  App Store Optimization: The Definitive Playbook

●  State of Mobile 2019

●  State of Mobile Games

●  Mobile Marketing Webinar in Partnership With the     

           Mobile Marketing Association

●  Best Practices For Mobile Marketers:
           An Interview With Google

●  Mobile Minute Series 

     App Annie’s weekly take on how Mobile is impacting 
     current events and consumer trends

● Report methodology and updates are available here

More Tools to Help 
Your Reach & Engage 
Gen Z on Mobile 
Check Out More of Our Reports:

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/mobile-strategy/winning-mobile-strategy-guide/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/aso-app-store-optimization/app-store-optimization-definitive-playbook/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/the-state-of-mobile-2019/
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/mobile-gaming/the-state-of-mobile-games-in-2019-and-beyond/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/user-acquisition/mobile-marketing-tips-and-trends-2019/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/user-acquisition/mobile-marketing-tips-and-trends-2019/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/user-acquisition/best-practices-for-mobile-marketers-an-interview-with-google/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/user-acquisition/best-practices-for-mobile-marketers-an-interview-with-google/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/topic/mobile-minute/?utm_source=app-annie&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=ww-content-referral-201910-1910-gen-z-report-links&utm_content=report-&sfdcid=7016F000002XVPX
https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.appannie.com/reports/1019_How_To_Win_Gen_Z_Methodology_Notes_EN.pdf
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A P P   A N N I E ’ S   M I S S I O N   S T A T E M E N T

The Mobile Performance Standard
We help create winning mobile experiences for those

aspiring to achieve excellence
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Why App Annie?

Trusted Source

Cited in IPOs, earnings reports, as well as 
by leading media and analysts. Over 1,100 
companies use App Annie

Accurate Data

More than 1 million apps, a panel of 
millions of users, world-class data science, 
and advanced machine learning to create 
world class estimates

Global Reach

Global support and service model with 
12 offices worldwide in 10 countries
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—  appannie.com  —


